I. INTRODUCTION
A car-like robot to perform safely its movement must be able to percept the neighbor environment, localize itself, plan its movement and control it. Each task has its specific problems, depending of the environment where the robot is inserted. Focusing on perception tasks for urban environments, the most common sensors are vision, LIDAR and sonar systems. Many of these sensors were used in the DARPA Grand Challenges, competitions held by the American's Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) between 2004 and 2007 to encourage the development of autonomous vehicles to perform tasks in a desert rally or in an urban environment. Several contributions have emerged from these DARPA's applications, like the advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). Nowadays, these sensors still providing several improvements for the environment perception [1] , where the number of sensors used is relevant to determine the viability for a real application.
As a low cost sensor, the stereo vision systems provide a large amount of data, depending of the camera field of view (FOV) and resolution. Several applications for urban environments perception use stereo cameras to detect free spaces and obstacles ( Figure 1 ). However, they must deal with noisy data caused by the algorithms used to calculate the disparity map and the nature of environment features analyzed [2] . In urban environments, the most common noise sources are the weakly-textured elements as shadows, road texture, light variations, etc., which result in sparse Challenge which used a stereo vision system to urban environment perception [3] . disparity maps. Some works try to enhance the disparity map algorithms, proposing dense reconstructions, as the Global Matching techniques [4] , producing good results with a high cost. As an intermediate solution are the Semi-Global Matching techniques [5] , which present satisfactory results with fast embedded solutions [6] that allow applications for ADAS for example. Although these are robust techniques, the underestimation of the disparity map caused by weaklytextured elements occurs in some results and can compromise the accuracy of the detection of many free spaces and obstacles. To overcome these problems, some techniques apply the disparity map refinement to fit similar neighbor data in geometrical forms, like planes [7] , [8] . The similar data are clusters grouped by local features (e.g., corners, edges, or colors) in the reference image.
This work address the problem of refining a Disparity map to improve its information in weakly-textured urban environments, where the result will be validated with the KITTI flow benchmark [9] . It uses a segmentation approach based on the Watershed Transform where the resulted clusters are fitted to planes, similar to the concept adopted in [10] to classify lines in the V-Disparity map. Differently from [11] , the image segmentation with Watershed Transform was performed after preprocessing the reference image, providing a segmentation of the urban environment closer to its real elements boundaries, even in dark shadow areas. It is important to mention that there are several different applications for disparity maps in urban environments perception where the current refinement and segmentation approaches could be applied, as in road and obstacles detection [12] , [13] , [2] , as well with techniques that incorporate more sensors to the system improving the vision capabilities to segment the traffic environments [14] . Another application in mind is the road profile extraction to aid the power consumption and dynamic model estimation of electric vehicles, as the one proposed on the project VERVE 1 . The Figure 2 presents a block diagram resuming the steps of our methodology. These blocks are detailed in the next sections of the paper, divided as follow: Section II presents the image segmentation process and the disparity map techniques used; Section III describes the planes estimation principle and the final point reprojection to compose the final disparity map; an experimental analysis and validation of the method, using sequences of the KITTI flow benchmark in an urban environment, is in Section IV; and, finally, Section V presents some conclusions and perspectives for future works.
II. PREPROCESSING
The proposed methodology to refine the disparity map, Figure 2 , starts with an image caption step. It uses a calibrated and synchronized stereo vision system which returns a stereo pair (two images) that are rectified to supply the following blocks, presented in the next subsections.
A. Disparity Map
Following the diagram of the Figure 2 , on the right are the Disparity Map block where the rectified images, based on the Epipolar geometry, are processed with some stereo matching algorithm to provide the disparity map (I △ ) to be refined. To validate the presented solution, were used a local approach based on the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) correlation algorithm [15] and a Semi-Global Matching approach [5] to construct the I △ . These current approaches are implemented in the OpenCV library as the Block Matching (BM) and the Semi-Global Block Matching (SGBM) algorithms and their results are already available in the KITTI stereo evaluation list 2 , justifying their use in this paper for evaluation purposes. They produce an sparse and dense I △ , respectively, related to the percentage of valid points (non black pixels) as presented in the Figure 3 . At the I △ , the pixel intensity are the disparity values and they are related to the distance between the camera and the point in the world, given by Z = f B d , where f is the focal length of the camera, B is the camera baseline, and d is the disparity value.
Several problems can be observed from these I △ image, mainly caused by specific elements of the urban environments, such as shadows, light reflections, and low texture variances. These elements make difficult to find a right pixel matching in the stereo pair. Some of these matching problems are detected and eliminated as black points (0 value) in the I △ . The remaining ones must be combined to estimate better values for them and the missing ones, as presented in the next steps.
B. 2D Preprocessing
The conception of the Preprocessing block is to give more flexibility and support to the Image Segmentation. A image preprocessing is required when the segmentation works with the Watershed Transform, using local minima as marker [16] . The Watershed Transform is performed in a gradient image and its direct application produces a constraint of oversegmentation. Thus, three filters, the morphological gradient adjusted, the morphological reconstruction H min and the morphological Area Close, are employed to avoid this constraint and providing the control of the segmentation level. This subsection explains these three algorithms used to preprocessing the reference image (Figure 3 ) before the segmentation.
The first one is the morphological gradient. Its formulation is given by the difference between dilation and erosion [17] :
here f is the image function, g e and g i are structuring elements centered at the origin, and the operators ⊕ and ⊖ are respectively dilation and erosion (see [17] for more details).
In the early work [2] , was observed that the low-contrast of higher frequency in shadow areas of the image provides a not correct segmentation by merging different regions. To avoid this drawback, it is proposed an enhancement on the areas where the shadow occur. It is performed applying a threshold in the grayscale original image to detect the shadow areas, where the grayscale value was set to 50 (to detect dark regions), and after is calculated a non-linear transform at the value of the gradient image increasing the contrast in this detected area. This transformation is given by the equation 2, which x represents the gradient intensity, c the constant of normalization and γ another constant factor defined to 0.45. These process is showed in the Figure 4 .
After extracting higher frequencies from the reference image by the morphological gradient filter, the next step consists in using the Area Close to filter out pixels where their connected component area is smaller than a given parameter λ. Here is provided the definitions of Area Open once Area Close is its complement [18] . The connected component is defined as a pixels set characterized by a relation between their neighborhood on the binary image M ⊂ R 2 . First, the connected opening C x (X) of a set X ⊆ M at point x ∈ X is the connected component of X containing x if x ∈ X and 0 otherwise. The binary area opening is then defined on subsets of M [19] .
The γ a λ (X) denote the morphological area opening with respect to the structure element a and the parameter λ. The Area(.) is the number of elements in a connected component of C x (X). Its dual binary area closing is obtained as:
where X c denotes the complement of X in M . Extending the filter for a mapping f : M → R, in a grayscale image, then the area opening γ a λ (f ) is given by:
In
As mentioned before, the complement of equation 5 can be similarly extended to the conception of area closing to mappings from M → R.
Finally, the last algorithm applied has the function of filter out the regional minima. It uses the morphological reconstruction H min , obtained by successive geodesics dilations. This principle employs two subsets of R 2 , called mask image and marker image, with the same size. Moreover, the maskimage must have intensity values higher than or equal to those from marker image [19] . Properly performing the reconstruction H-maxima or H max , is possible to take the H-minima or H min from its complement. Mathematically, defining mask image as I and marker image as I − h, being h the parameter to filter, the equation is given by [17] :
In this definition, ∆ stands for morphological reconstruction with the structure element a. By duality, the H min is defined as:
Studying different approaches, the Watershed Transform has different definitions at the literature, each one producing a different solution set, presented in [20] . The definitions are based on regional or global elements, such as influence zones and shortest-path forests with maximum or sum of weights of edges, or on local elements, such as the steepest descent paths. In this work, the local condition definition was used, called LC-WT (Local Condition Watershed Transform), which is defined as the steepest descent paths, where the neighbors information is used to create a path to the corresponding minimum. More details are found in [16] .
The principle of this disparity map refinement is to associate the weakly-textured elements, like asphalt pavements and shadows, to segmented regions in the reference image, fitting a plane to each one of them, as well as, reduce the pixel variation in all regions. As mentioned, there are several works that use this analogy. In fact, what distinguishes this work is the way the image is segmented. The combination of these three filters with the Watershed Transform provides a different methodology to determine the resulted segmentation.
To demonstrate the processing done by this two blocks, the output of the segmentation can be seen in the Figure 5 . Notice that the main point of this approach is choose the value of the parameters λ and h of the Preprocessing Block. In fact, these parameters give an excellent flexibility to determine the segmentation result of the Watershed Transform which is responsible to generate the representatives samples associated with the Disparity map.
III. REMAPPING

A. Planes Estimation
Based on the assumption that pixels in a segment are coplanar, plane estimation is one of the most efficient ways for disparity refinement [8] . Similarly thought by [10] which found the navigable area by approximating small planes in the world by lines in the V-Disparity map, this work uses the RANSAC method to estimate plane coefficients on segments defined on the reference image with the points of the disparity map.
RANSAC based plane estimation is a minimization algorithm that can exclude the outliers where three points are randomly chosen to calculate the plane function during each iteration. Its accuracy is estimated by counting the number of points within the segment that agree with the given plane, like consensus. In this way, the plane fitting is performed with the points of the Disparity Map being P = (x, y, d) and C p (s) being the set of segment points s. To each C p (s), the plane function estimated is given by the equation (9):
where n is the nonzero vector normal to the plane, P 0 is a know point in the plane, P is a given point to determine if it is in the plane, and (·) means a dot product.
B. Disparity Map Reprojection and Filtering
For each cluster's fitted plane, the Disparity image (I △ ) can be reprojected applying its points in the respective plane equation. However, due to the nature of the RANSAC and the nonlinear variation of the disparity data, the final plane is only a estimation that can be good or not, depending of the points used in the process. Therefore, the I △ 's points must respect the follow statements to be fit:
• The pixel disparity value is in a interval where a small variation in its value does not represents a large change in the Z distance, in the world (e.g., variation bigger than 2 meters, based in the relation presented in II-A); • The segment have enough percentage of valid points (disparity value different of zero); • The maximum number of interactions to fit the plane was not reached; • The point reprojected do not highly diverge from its original value (which is different from zero). The highly divergence mentioned in the last statement is determined by the difference between the disparity value in I △ and the reprojected disparity value. Following these statements the Refined Disparity map I △r is acquired.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section is presented the results for the Disparity map refinement, demonstrating the influence of the parameters λ and H on the image segmentation resulted, as well as its validation in the final result of the proposed method. The methodology was tested with the KITTI flow benchmark [9] acquired under a static environment, including 194 training and 195 test image pairs of diversified urban scenarios, with a ground truth with approximately 30% of pixels coverage in the disparity map. The complete loop without any code optimization is around 1.7s in an Intel CPU I7 with 2.6GHz clock and 8GB of RAM at the current stage. After validated the proposed solution, the performance can be better optimized by software and hardware solutions, as GPU cards [21] .
The Figure 5 demonstrates the number of segments resulted in a given image, ranging the λ parameter from 0 to 160 units and the H parameter from 0 to 60 units. It can be seen in the graphic that the number of segments fall exponentially in the sense of increase the two parameters. In the Figure 5 can also be seem the result of three combination of λ and h values, where in (a) λ 1 = 5 and h 1 = 2, obtaining 4090 segments, in (b) was applied λ 2 = 30 and h 2 = 5, obtaining 427 segments, and the last one in (c) setting λ 3 = 80 and h 3 = 15, obtaining 73 segments.
To evaluate the influence of these λ's and h's values in the refinement of the Disparity Map I △ calculated by the Block Matching (BM) and the Semi-Global Bock Matching (SGBM) algorithms ( [15] , [5] ), the methodology presented in the Figure 2 was executed for each training image. The KITTI benchmark provides an evaluation algorithm that returns three metrics: the average number of pixels that diverges of the ground truth (non occluded and all), the end-point error that represents the mean variation for each pixel, and the density of valid points. The original I △ 's were acquired with the same configuration used in the KITTI stereo evaluation list, where the BM used has the 28 th position and the SGBM has the 20 th position. The complete result is in the table I. In this table, the highlighted rows present the best combinations of λ and H which improve the original I △ method. It is possible to see meaningful reductions in the final pixel error with expressive gains in the density of valid points. In the BM refinement case, where the original I △ 's give less than 50 % of valid points to planes estimation, this estimation will be more sensible to variations in these points. Nevertheless, the final I △r 's average pixels variation error are not increased as much as they improved their density. However, in the case of the SGBM refinement, where more pixels are available to estimate the plane, the final I △r 's reduce all the parameters analyzed. The Figure 6 presents general results for the proposed disparity map refinement methodology with the BM approach, comparing it to the original disparity map. It is possible to see how the refinement enhance the disparity information (density of valid points) and the final error is reduced in regions with well defined pixels. The road surface, for example, with many invalid points, had a better estimation by this approach. Similar description was proposed for the SGBM approach, resulting the Figure 7 .
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This work presented a disparity map refinement applied to weakly-textured urban environments. The solution used a noisy and sparse disparity map information to fit planes in segments defined in the reference image, a similar concept used in the v-disparity map to detect lines and approximate the world to small planes. These segments were created by a 2D image segmentation based on the combination of three filters and the Watershed Transform. The final result was tested with the KITTI benchmark, providing a solid validation for the present approach.
The proposed refinement improved the original disparity map fitting the missing and noisy information, which belong to the same defined segment and agree with the conditions of a reliable qualitative result observed in the KITTI benchmark. This new information added also improves the visualization of small size elements, such as the difference between the road and the side-walk, once the pixel variation error was reduced. However, there are situations where the segments did not have enough data to estimate a plane, keeping higher pixel errors. These differences in the plane estimation were evidenced in the BM and SGBM disparity maps refinement.
To take advantage of this disparity map refinement, different approaches will be analyzed as an improvement for world semantic labeling, with obstacles detection and segmentation, as well as curbs detection. The final intention is to use this entire information as a perception layer of the autonomous vehicle from the project VERVE. To acquire this, the processing time of each step of the Figure 2 will be worked, using GPU cards applications, such as the one presented in [21] .
